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ISAD OF THE MUNICIPAL FONDS OF SOPELA 

Identification area 

Reference code ES 48020 AHFB/BFHA U48085 

Title Municipal Archive of Sopela 

Date(s) 1819 – 1942 

Level of description Fond 

Extent and medium of the unit of description − Linear metres: 9,36 l/m 
− Boxes: 87 
− Folders: 1 
− Number of case files: 1.370 
Paper. 

Área de contexto 

Context area Local Authority of Sopela 

Institutional history Sopela is located in the Biscay district of 
Uribekosta – Mungialde, belonging to the judicial 
district of Getxo. 
The parish of Sopela occupied forty-ninth place in 
the General Councils of the Feudal Domain of 
Biscay. 
Traces of human activity have been found from 
the Mid-Paleolithic era at the Kurtzia settlement, 
which straddles the municipalities of Barrika and 
Getxo. This is an open-air workshop used for the 
extraction and knapping of flint tools.  
Remains from the Neolithic era have been found 
at the open-air site at Landaluce. The dolmen 
station of Muñarrikolanda dates from the 
Eneolithic and Bronze Ages, and is located 
between this municipality and Berango. 
Roman pottery has been found in the area around 
the Church of San Pedro, dating from the 3rd 
Century A.D. 
As in the rest of the 'Tierra Llana' flatlands of 
Biscay, Sopela became a parish during the process 
of mediaeval institutionalisation. The parish 
church of San Pedro was founded by the 
Sopelana family in the 12th Century. The current 
building, dating from the 16th Century, is in the 
Renaissance style, and was remodelled on several 
occasions in the 18th and 19th Centuries. 
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Institutional history It experienced the factional conflict which took 
place during the early Middle Ages throughout 
the region of Biscay, as in the rest of the 'Tierra 
Llana' flat lands and the towns known as the 
'Villas', as well as the subsequent armed conflict 
waged across the region over the centuries, in 
particular in the Carlist Wars of the 19th Century 
and the Civil War in the 20th. 
Signs of the latter conflict may still be seen in the 
archaeological ruins of the 'Belt of Iron'. 
It had a rural economy, based on agriculture and 
livestock, with a few mills. Vineyards were first 
laid around the 19th Century, leading to the start-
up of txakoli wine production. 
There was also a degree of fishing, although this 
was never the mainstay of the local economy, but 
instead an additional source of resources. The 
seafaring population belonged to the Mariners' 
Association of San Pedro de Plentzia. Business 
focused above all on coastal fishing along the Bay 
of Biscay. 
Around 1870, in response to the harm inflicted by 
the most recent Carlist War and the economic 
crisis, some of the population decided to 
emigrate, mainly to Cuba and some other 
republics in the Americas. 
Over the last two centuries, the municipality 
suffered a constant population decline, as people 
moved mainly to the industrialised area of Greater 
Bilbao, where there were more job opportunities. 
However, from the late 1980s onwards, Sopela 
became a tourist destination, leading to a clear 
reversal of this downward trend, as may be seen 
in the significant population growth, resulting in 
its status now as a dormitory town, thanks in part 
to improvements in road transport. 
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Archival history The documentation of the parish of Sopela was 
held in the municipal archive, until it was 
transferred to the Provincial Historical Archive of 
Biscay in 1992. The transfer mainly covered the 
historical documentation prior to 1940, with the 
remaining documents being kept at the municipal 
archive.  
According to the report produced by the 
Historical Heritage Service of the Provincial 
Council of Biscay before the documentation was 
transferred, the archive was located in three 
different rooms of the basement of the Town 
Hall. One of them held all the economic historical 
and administrative documentation, the second the 
historical and administrative documentation in 
relation to construction works, while the third 
room contained the rest of the documents.  
The installation conditions were not particularly 
good, with the documentation placed in different 
units. The documents were also organised in 
accordance with the personal criteria of the 
person responsible for each area, rather than 
archival criteria. Information about the 
documentation was only referenced on labels 
placed on each storage unit. 
The documentation catalogue in the Provincial 
Historical Archive of Biscay includes a general 
inventory of documents dated 1945. 

Source of acquisition The documentation deposited at the Provincial 
Historical Archive of Biscay (AHFB) was accrued 
on 19 November 1992 in compliance with the 
partnership agreement signed between the 
Provincial Council of Biscay and the Local 
Authority of Sopela on 10 December that year. 

Content area and structure 

Scope and content Historical documentation generated by the parish 
and Local Authority of Sopela between 1819 and 
1942. 
It also includes a box containing 14 documents 
from the Municipal Court, dated between 1844 
and 1954. 
There are also documents produced by the 
Municipal Court between 1844 and 1954, with a 
total of 14 documents contained in 1 box. 

Appraisal, scheduling and destruction Permanently stored documentation. 

Accruals New accruals may occur as a result of the signing 
of a further agreement. 
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Organisation The documentation has been organised by means 
of the classification table of the Municipal 
Archivist Working Party, extended by a number of 
series.  
The table is used for all municipalities covered by 
the AHFB, and some of the series may therefore 
not be included among the documentation 
generated at this particular municipality. 
This covers the actions of Government, 
Secretariat and Municipal Administration and 
Public Finance, as follows: 
− Government: 28 documents between 1819 

and 1942. 
− Secretariat: 780 documents between 1828 

and 1942. 
− Public Finance: 547 documents between 

1833 and 1942. 

Conditions of access and use area 

Conditions governing access Unrestricted access. For exceptions, see the ISAD 
of the Provincial Historical Archive of Biscay. 

Conditions governing reproduction Unrestricted reproduction. For exceptions, see 
the ISAD of the Provincial Historical Archive of 
Biscay. 

Language/script of the documents Spanish. 

Physical characteristics and technical 
requirements 

The state of upkeep is good in general. 

Description instruments All the documentation is catalogued and can be 
accessed by means of the description instruments 
used by the Municipal Section of the Provincial 
Historical Archive of Biscay: 
− Classification table. 
− ARWE database for the administration of 

information about the archive, including 
numerous points of access and onomastic, 
toponymic and subject matter indexes. 

− ARIT database for external consultation, with 
the same information and same access points 
as above. 

Associated documentation area 

Existence and location of originals All the documentation is original. 

http://apps.bizkaia.net/ARIT
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Existence and location of copies The Provincial Historical Archive of Biscay is 
digitising some of the documentation held, and 
making it available to Internet users. Access is also 
performed by means of the ARIT database. 
Digitisation has been performed for the books of 
minutes, documentation prior to 1830, 
documentation prior to 1900, including plans and 
population registers prior to 1910. 

Related units of description There are sources of documentation related to 
the Local Authority of Sopela in the different 
sections of the AHFB, in particular the 
Administrative and Judicial sections. 
The documentation generated by the Local 
Authority from 1941 to the present day is held at 
the town hall. 

Publication note Malmierca González, Anibal (1997). Barrika y 
Sopelana: Estudio Histórico-Artístico. 
Monografías de los Pueblos de Bizkaia. 
Diputación Foral de Bizkaia. Bilbao. 

Notes area 

Notes The Municipal Section of the Provincial Historical 
Archive of Biscay performs the functions of 
historical archive for those municipalities that 
have deposited their fonds. 

Control area 

Archivist's Note Description produced by the company 
Actuaciones Culturales Estratégicas 4, S.L. for the 
Biscay Administration Section of the Biscay 
Historical Archive, under its technical instruction. 

Rules or Conventions General International Standard Archival 
Description, Second Edition, ISAD (G). Approved 
by the Description Conventions Committee of the 
International Council on Archives held in 
Stockholm, Sweden, on 19-22 September 1999. 
Madrid. 2000. 

Date of description 20/01/2020 
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